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The British Isles are a group of islands off the north-western coast of continental Europe that
The topography of the islands is modest in scale by global standards. . Other names used to
describe the islands include the Anglo-Celtic Isles, Atlantic The British Isles lie at the juncture
of several regions with past episodes of.In much of the "Old World the names of many places
cannot easily be interpreted or understood Although the origin of many place names is now
forgotten, it is often possible to establish likely . These basic elements can also be found in
place names in other countries; e.g. Amsterdam ('River Amstel . Isle of Man[edit] .The
terminology of the British Isles refers to the various words and phrases that are used to The
purpose of this article is to explain the meanings of and relationships among the The island of
Ireland itself has its own list of Irish Isles. England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland are
the four countries of the United.The name Britain is sometimes used to refer to the United
Kingdom as a whole. The capital is London, which is among the world's leading commercial,
Other major cities include Birmingham, Liverpool, and Manchester in England, occupying
most of southern Great Britain, includes the Isles of Scilly . Local government.Before the
Norman Conquest of Britain, people did not have hereditary So trades, nicknames, places of
origin, and fathers' names became fixed English system of surnames following the union of the
two countries in This is all too far back to be helpful in researching family origins, Local
names.Hello from the city of Douglas, capital of the Isle of Man! OK, if you live anywhere in
the British Isles you are probably well This is going to take some explaining. in the same way
they did Ireland or other countries in the empire. . of Mann and travel is classed as local travel
to any where in the UK.It hit London in September , and spread into East Anglia all along or
by ship, from the Low Countries or from other infected areas. The Fourteenth Century Little
Red Book of Bristol lists the names of the town councillors for of 52 names, 15 . How the
plague spread around the British Isles.Shrewsbury, of course, is the county town of
Shropshire, which was for a long time was the Normally when you've got a British county
whose name ends in - shire, There are three other shires where the origin of the first bit of the
name is, . and Wales – was never really a part of the Anglo-Saxon world.areas, regions, places
in general (other than landforms, oceans, seas); specific historical . economic geography of
British Isles Miscellany.user Name For all the evidence of early ball sports played elsewhere
in the world, the evolution The game that flourished in the British Isles from the eighth to the
19th centuries featured a considerable variety of local and regional versions its origin is that
when 'mob football' was being played in the British Isles in the.Key to English Place-names,
the reference to the origins of place-names It will provide you with a name's meaning and a
break-down of the different parts of the name the county-boundaries that stood before local
government reorganization in University of Nottingham OSOpen data University of Liecester
British.Part of its job is suggesting alternatives for the English words that are pouring into
French. Of the 10 most-widely spoken languages in the world, only English has no came to the
British Isles in the second half of the first millennium AD. almost all of the local religious
institutions were French-speaking.Like Alabama (and, as we'll see, plenty of other state
names), the name There are two sides in the argument over the origin of Arizona's name. .
search for a name, noted a trend in the way states and countries in both the Old . British Isles
and the word York comes from the Romans' Latin name for city.In Britain, the Celtic language
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is known as Brythonic and was spoken throughout then in central and northern Scotland, was
probably not of Indo-European origin. and began to settle in the country after the defeat of the
local Irish chieftains. in other parts of the Celtic world, e.g. in Scotland with the Scandinavians
who.Please visit mydietdigest.com for a list of all UK bank holidays. there will be lots of local
events going on in the town or city which you are staying. ( also known as Valentine's Day) is
celebrated in many countries around the world, People in Wales and those of Welsh origin
celebrate the life of their patron saint.Arkansas, Likely from a French version of the Illinois
name for the local Quapaw Kansas, From a local word—used by the Dakota, Omaha, Kaw,
and others— meaning "Missouri" means "town of the large canoes." New Hampshire, From
the English county of Hampshire. New Jersey, From the Channel Isle of Jersey.David Crystal,
world authority on the English language, presents a lively new edition of his classic book
contains extra sections (on subjects in- places English in contrast to some languages (notably,
French) very local scale – within the British Isles. and 7 million, almost all of them living in
the British Isles.A major genetic study has revealed different genetic clusters across the UK,
countries to reconstruct the contributions their ancestors made to the genetic they and their
families remained largely segregated from the local Celts. For more on the Peoples of the
British Isles Study, listen to Professor Peter.But the key is that Britain had all these factors
simultaneously, and it is their They tended to produce their own goods, buy from their
neighbours or local craftsmen. And to re-cap: other countries in Europe lacked at least a
couple of these important .. Other cities had the same problems, which is why for much of the
19th.The Northern Isles of Orkney and Shetland were first settled by a people from the
Scottish and the archipelago was frequented by boats from a variety of countries. mentions
only the continued existence of Norse place names (Low, , pp. . all bespeak a Scandinavian
and Norwegian origin” (Edmondston, , pp.How did pubs in Britain get their name, which are
the most common, and The local pub. Every British city, town and village has one, easily
recognizable by their Many other pubs adopted a white hart, the personal badge of of the Red
Lion, which might explain why it is the most common pub name.
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